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The diversity of current art, fruit of the artist's personal obsessions, allows us to speak of irreducible 
singularities. However, history has been displayed as a diversity of movements and groups. 

The individualism that has impregnated our time has been restoring individuality as a center, opening 
up to a polyhedral diversity, in which all cultures and geographies are reflected, in an image of the 
world between difference and unity. In the arc between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, e-
movements articulated the discussions between a breakthrough vanguard and tendencies of return to 
order, as a pendular polemic controversy of complementary and complementary poles, at the same 
time. 

In the 80s of the twentieth century, the claim of individuality is operated from movements and groups 
such as the Italian Transvanguardia and the German neo-expressionism that, more than a defined 
style, advocate an open methodology of personal itineraries singled out from diversity, pursuing an 
obsession of its own. They propose, from a postmodern sensibility, another framework for artistic 
debate: liberation of dogmas and free recourse to references and singular traditions (Genius loci), 
overcoming the vanguard concept, and exalting individual creativity. Also in the 1980s, post-colonial 
thinking and a multicultural perspective emerged, fostering a contemporary world art, which, 
although based on the Western European tradition, was enriched by the updated participation of other 
cultural lines, which until then had been excluded from the global image 

Although in the 90s new -isms with a certain revival tone (neo-conceptual, neo-geo) were rethought, 
individuality definitively assumes a rigor of its own that is based on the critical analysis of artistic 
concepts (photography, moving image or painting), in a stylistic use of technical tools (elimination of 
hierarchies between disciplines and their specific use) or in the extension of the perceptual field 
(insertion of new technologies and visual traditions that do not belong to the Western canon). 

The current artistic panorama appears as a diverse and divergent labyrinth, in which the individual 
obsession dominates as a melancholic agent, who intervenes actively in the representation of the 
problems of the present. 

This exhibition establishes a journey through the process of fragmentation of the avant-garde concept 
and subtly suggests the ways in which synthesis of broader artistic currents has been produced, 
through the affirmation of individual, subjective and personal obsessions. 

Ferran García Sevilla (Palma de Mallorca, 1947) is one of the artists most closely associated with the 
emergence of postmodern sensibilities in the 1980s. Starting his trajectory from conceptual positions, 
develops in the 80s a free association painting, integrating from neo-expressionist elements of graffiti 
and a drawing that is already painted. 

The abstraction is developed as an evolution of drawn forms and automatic gestures, creating spaces 
of luminosity through lines and lines, without hardly using pictorial material. 

The continuity of a pop look appears in the work of Julian Opie (London, 1958) in the form of a 
profound renovation for the contemporary portrait, using references of the illustration as the "clear 
line" of Hergé, the Japanese prints or the stylization of urban signage. In his work, which includes 



painting, sculpture, animation and projection on led screens, he combines the individual specificity of 
the face with a schematic drawing of the body that connects painting, design, semiotics and new 
technologies. 

Jean Marc Bustamente (Toulouse, 1952) synthesizes in his work the formal debates between 
photography and painting of the late 70s and 80s. From his first photographic works presented as 
unique works and entitledTableaux (Paintings) to establish an equivalence between painting and 
photography, contributes decisively to the insertion of photography in the artistic field in the 80s. On 
the other hand, his paintings made on methacrylates pose new readings of shades, lights, shadows and 
depth through the transparency of the medium, in which the pictorial seems to float in the gaze as an 
image and a plastic sign. 

The transformation of sculpture into a field of perceptual and relational experiences, creating 
atmospheres and spaces where architectural, light, text and sound are essential elements, the 
intentions of the work of Jaume Plensa (Barcelona, 1955). Since the 90s, Plensa has turned the 
sculptural volume into a space of interior experience. The use of transparent and translucent materials 
establishes a climate of unreal dream where a sense of future connects with classical traditions. 

The consolidation of multiculturalism has allowed the establishment of critical views back and forth, 
fostering a vision in dialogue with the other. Ghada Amer (Cairo, 1963) who works, from France, in 
sculpture, installation, performance and drawing, establishes points of encounter and friction between 
the West and the Arab world. In his works on paper he superimposes drawings of different colors that 
create a suggestive scenery of landscapes and bodies where memory speaks of the desires (also erotic) 
and aspirations of women, with the intention of highlighting the conditions of oppression in which his 
domestic life develops in many cultures. 

The meeting between East and West can be traced in the work of Ki Bong Rhee (Seoul, 1957), 
combining new technologies and painting, updating the oriental tradition of the landscape, where 
meditation and spiritual tension recreate spaces of reverie. In installations with water, light and 
projection, as well as in paintings-landscapes of trees and plants, both unsettling and serenity 
converge, recovering the sublime romantic from the sieve of oriental sensibility. 

Although Barthi Kher (London, 1969) subtly returns to his Hindu roots, without too literal traces. It 
does so by establishing slides of meanings, moving iconographies or elements of popular and 
religious tradition. It recovers the bindi, that decorative element that women place on their foreheads, 
in the place where the sixth chakra is located, defined as "home of hidden wisdom", to build subtle 
images of fruits or animals in a formalization that connects with a certain baroque minimalism. 

Seen from its internal processes, this seemingly chaotic labyrinth of individualities begins to be 
ordered in a structure where the diversity of proposals and singular obsessions responds to a very 
precise and detailed analysis of forms: projects in which obsession gives rigor. 
	  


